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ABSTRACT
Using the updated exoplanet population parameters of our previous study, which includes
the planetary radius updates from Gaia DR2 and an inferred multiplicity distribution, we
provide a revised η⊕ calculation. This is achieved by sampling planets from our derived
population model and determining which planets meet our criterion for habitability. To ensure
robust results, we provide probabilities calculated over a range of upper radius limits. Our
most optimistic criterion for habitability provides an η⊕ value of 0.34 ± 0.02 planets

star . We also
consider the effects of multiplicity and the number of habitable planets each system may
contain. Our calculation indicates that 6.4 ± 0.5 per cent of GK dwarfs have more than one
planet within their habitable zone. This optimistic habitability criterion also suggests that
0.036 ± 0.009 per cent of solar-like stars will harbour five or more habitable planets. These
tightly packed highly habitable systems should be extremely rare, but still possible. Even with
our most pessimistic criterion, we still expect that 1.8 ± 0.2 per cent of solar-like stars harbour
more than one habitable planet.

Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – planets and satellites: fundamental
parameters.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

As the number of known exoplanets continues to grow, understand-
ing the frequency of habitable planets remains a major area of
interest. Assuming extraterrestrial life will share our fundamental
characteristics, the search for habitability is focused on finding
rocky planets orbiting a star at a distance that allows for the existence
of liquid water. It is currently unclear which stellar types help or
hinder the habitability of a planet. Several studies have considered
habitability around M dwarf stars (Dressing & Charbonneau 2013,
2015; Kopparapu 2013; Yang, Cowan & Abbot 2013; Luger &
Barnes 2015), but tidal effects and UV radiation make habitability
unclear. Knowing that life is possible around solar-like stars, this
study focuses on GK dwarf hosts (stars with 4200 < Teff < 6100 K)
and the possibility of retaining habitable planets.

The Kepler space mission set out to explore the parameter space of
Earth analogues. In finding ∼4500 transiting exoplanets candidates,
the continuous viewing of a fixed field makes Kepler an ideal data
set for occurrence measurements. One of the mission goals was to
establish an estimate for η⊕, which is defined as the expected occur-
rence of ‘Earth-sized’ planets within the habitable zone. However,
significant discrepancies exist among the studies that have sought
to produce such an estimate: Catanzarite & Shao (2011) found
an η⊕ between 0.01 and 0.03, Petigura, Howard & Marcy (2013)
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found η⊕ = 0.22, Silburt, Gaidos & Wu (2015) found η⊕ = 0.064,
Traub (2016) found η⊕ = 0.75, and a recent study by Barbato et al.
(2018) found an η⊕ value of 0.35. One reason for this significant
variance is that ‘Earth size’ is defined as a terrestrial planet that could
potentially harbour life. Lacking the knowledge of each planet’s
composition, planets within 0.5–2r⊕ have been considered for this
designation. Each of the previous studies has chosen unique limits
within this range, creating significant variations in the inferred
values. This study emphasizes clear radius bounds and provided
several different limits for comparison. Additionally, the complete
Kepler DR25 is now available (Mathur et al. 2018) along with
improved planetary and stellar parameters from Gaia DR2 (Berger
et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration 2018) and asteroseismology (Van
Eylen et al. 2018), enabling updated occurrence measurements of
η⊕ to be performed.

Our previous study (Zink, Christiansen & Hansen 2019) found
that detection efficiency is a function of multiplicity. Using the
injection recovery results of Christiansen (2018), we determined
that the first detected TCE (Transit-Crossing Event) within each
system was recovered with a higher efficiency than any subsequent
TCEs within a given light curve. In other words, when using the
Kepler pipeline the first detected planet will be easier to detect
than another additional planets within the system. From this result,
it is apparent that the population of single planet systems is
overrepresented in the empirical Kepler data set. It is likely that
additional planets exists within the light curves, increasing the
expected overall planet occurrence. Building on this conclusion,
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we used the updated stellar radius measurements (Berger et al.
2018), inferred from Gaia parallax, to determine current occurrence
parameters for the planet radius and period power laws. With a
better understanding of the completeness of multiplanet systems,
we calculated a multiplicity distribution for the Kepler candidates.
Using our updated occurrence estimates – which accounts for the
significant loss of multiplanet systems within the Kepler data set –
it is now possible to consider system architecture when calculating
the probability of a true Earth analogue.

Additionally, the recent discovery of TRAPPIST-1 (Gillon et al.
2016), with up to four planets orbiting in the system’s habitable
zone, has generated interest in the concept of multiple habitable
planets within a single system. The proximity to this M dwarf star
(all are planets orbit at <0.06 au) imposes significant barriers for
the planets to retain true habitable status (Garraffo et al. 2017;
Peacock et al. 2019), but it remains unclear if these effects will
render the entirety of the known planets uninhabitable (Papaloizou,
Szuszkiewicz & Terquem 2018; Saha et al. 2018; Dobos, Barr &
Kiss 2019; Fraschetti et al. 2019). Nevertheless, this system of rich
multiplicity provides a unique opportunity to study the differences
in atmospherical conditions and the corresponding effects on
habitability (Lincowski et al. 2018). With the improved multiplicity
measurements from Zink et al. (2019), it is now feasible to estimate
the likelihood of multiple habitable planet systems.

Our goal in this paper is to provide an updated η⊕ value and
discuss how this value is affected by multiplicity within the habitable
zone. In Section 2, we describe our method of stellar selection for
this calculation. In Section 3, we provide a method of planetary
sampling to ensure we minimize orbital instabilities. In Section 4,
we discuss the criterion we deem necessary for a planet to be
considered habitable. In Section 5, we present the results of our
occurrence calculation and discuss probability of multiple planets
within the habitable parameter space. In Section 6, we discuss
the limitations of our calculation. In Section 7, we provide our
concluding remarks on this paper.

2 STELLAR SELECTION

Because we are implementing the results of Zink et al. (2019), we
use the same stellar selection methods. We shall briefly describe
this method here, but suggest that the reader consults Zink et al.
(2019) for a more thorough description. The complete stellar sample
is provided by the Kepler DR25 stellar parameters (Mathur et al.
2018) with correction from Gaia DR2 (Berger et al. 2018). We make
various cuts in the sample to ensure the occurrence measurement
reflects planets around solar-like GK dwarfs. Our stellar sample
includes stars with 4200 < Teff < 6100 K, log(g) ≥ 4, R� ≤ 2 R�, and
available mass measurements for each star. Despite making these
stellar cuts, we acknowledge that it is still possible for sub-giants to
be contaminating our sample. The most extreme example of possible
contamination in our sample is KIC 4273493, with log(g) = 4.007,
R� = 1.991 R�, Teff = 5426 K, and M� = 0.871 M�. Given the stellar
parameters of this edge case, we do not expect significant sub-giant
contamination. To avoid undersampled systems, we only include
stars with a data span >2 yr with > 60 per cent coverage during
that period. To avoid contamination from especially noisy sources,
we exclude stars which exceed 1000 ppm in the CDPP7.5h. CDPP
(Combined Differential Photometric Precision) is a measure of the
amount of noise any planet, transiting for a given period of time,
must overcome to provide a 1σ detection (Christiansen et al. 2012).
After making the described cuts, we find that 86 605 solar-like stars
remain. A machine-readable version of this data is available online.

3 M E T H O D O F S A M P L I N G PL A N E T S

To determine the probability of habitable planets existing, we draw
from the power law and multiplicity distributions found in Zink
et al. (2019) for each star in our stellar sample.

The multiplicity of the system is drawn from a modified Poisson
distribution:

p(m) = κ

(
λme−λ

(m)!
− e−λ

)
, (1)

where m is the multiplicity of the system. Using the λ = 8.40 ± 0.31
and κ = 0.70 ± 0.01 values found in our previous study, we
randomly assign the number of planets each system will contain.
The κ value represents the number of stars with planets, indicating
that about 30 per cent of our sampled systems will not harbour any
planets at all. The λ value indicates the average number of planets
each planet-harbouring system should contain.

To determine the radius and period of each of these planets, we
draw from two independent broken power laws [g(p) and q(r)]:

g(p) =
{

Cp1p
β1 if p < pbr

Cp2p
β2 if p ≥ pbr

(2)

q(r) =
{

Cr1r
α1 if r < rbr

Cr2r
α2 if r ≥ rbr ,

(3)

where β1 and β2 indicate the slope of the period power laws and
α1 and α2 indicate the slope of the radius power laws. rbr and pbr

correspond to the breaks in the radius and period distributions, re-
spectively. Here, Cr1, Cr2, Cp1, and Cp2 are normalization constants
that force continuity at each of the corresponding breaks. From
Zink et al. (2019), we use α1 = −1.65±0.05

0.06, α2 = −4.35 ± 0.12,
β1 = 0.76 ± 0.05, and β2 = −0.64 ± 0.02 for the power laws and
pbr = 7.08±0.32

0.31 d and rbr = 2.66 ± 0.06r⊕ for the corresponding
breaks. The previously described distributions have been fit using
a period range of .5 ≤ p ≤ 500 d and a radius range of 0.5 ≤ r ≤
16r⊕, thus we shall adopt the same sampling range here.

Our previous study assumed perfect radius measurements for
each planet when inferring the mentioned power laws. Careful
consideration is needed when making this assumption, particularly
when our initial planet sample had an average relative error of
14 per cent for planet radius. If we assume uniform and symmetric
Gaussian noise, the uncertainty in the power-law parameters will
account for much of the randomness cause by this mismeasure.
However, this is not the case, as many factors determine the
uncertainty of radius, creating unique uncertainty values for each
planet. Furthermore, if an additional systematic offset is found,
similar to the overall increase in stellar radii discovered with Gaia
DR2 (Berger et al. 2018, which has been accounted for in this
study), our results will significantly differ. Accounting for such
biases would require a more detailed fitting of the power-law model
and is beyond the scope of this study. In this study, we assume the
planet radii are known perfectly.

Once each planetary system has been drawn, we determine the
stability of the system. With the independent draw of period and
radius, most system will be overly crowded and lack the necessary
spacing required for stability. To quantitatively understand this, we
calculate the planet separations (	H) in units of mutual Hill radii
(Chambers, Wetherill & Boss 1996) as follows:

	H = a2 − a1(
M1+M2

3∗M�

)1/3 ∗ a1+a2
2

, (4)
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where a1 and a2 are the semimajor axis of the inner and outer
planet orbits, respectively, and M1, M2, and M� correspond to the
masses of the inner, outer, and stellar masses, respectively. Since
our sampling distribution provides a radius value, we must convert
the planet radius into mass. This is done by adopting the empirical
mass–radius relationship found by Chen & Kipping (2017):

M = 0.972 ∗
( r

r⊕

)3.584
M⊕ ; r < 1.23r⊕ (5)

M = 1.436 ∗
( r

r⊕

)1.698
M⊕ ; 1.23r⊕ ≤ r < 14.31r⊕

(6)

M = 131.581M⊕ ; r ≥ 14.31r⊕ (7)

The empirical data set contains a significant dispersion in this
relationship, making it apparent that planets of similar mass can
correspond to different radii. We ignore this issue and assume a
perfect correlation between mass and radius. This assumption is
justified by the fact that 	H scales as M−1/3, making small deviations
in M insignificant. For example, if we increase the mass of a planet in
our sample by 50 per cent, the average correction factor needed for
	H is a 5 per cent decrease. Additionally, Chen & Kipping (2017)
find a weak negative power law for r > 14.13r⊕ (r ∝ M−0.044), while
we assume M = 131.581 M⊕ in this range of r. This simplification
is necessary in order for the inverse equation (M(r)) to remain a
function over the parameters space of interest.

Having provided a method for calculating mass from radius, we
can now calculate the 	H of each planet spacing. Upon our initial
draw we find that roughly 50 per cent of all spacings fall above
	H = 10. Empirically it has been shown that 93 per cent of Kepler
multiplanet spacings have a 	H ≥ 10 (Fang & Margot 2012; Pu &
Wu 2016; Weiss et al. 2018). This threshold indicates a spacing large
enough to avoid instabilities caused by two planets in opposition.
It is worth noting that orbits with larger eccentricity will require
even greater spacing to avoid such interactions (Dawson, Lee &
Chiang 2016). However, most models for the formation of these
systems favour low eccentricities. In situ assembly models yield
〈e〉 = 0.11 (Hansen & Murray 2013), while chain migration models
require small eccentricities to maintain the stability of the chain
(Goldreich & Schlichting 2014). For this study, we ignore such
issues and only consider planets with circular orbits. To avoid testing
unstable systems, we resample all systems with any spacings of 	H
< 10. In this resample, we maintain the initial multiplicity (to avoid
the artificial exclusion of high multiplicity systems), but redraw all
period and radius measurement within the system, regardless of the
spacing that failed to meet this requirement. This type of complete
resampling ensures that we maintain an independent broken power-
law distribution of both period and radius. The 	H values are then
recalculated and if all spacing now exceeds or meets the 	H =
10 requirement, the system is no longer redrawn. However, if any
spacing in the system remains below this threshold, the planets are
again redrawn. This process will continue until either all spaces
meet the 	H requirement or 100 iterations have occurred. We stop
after 100 iterations to mimic the 	H < 10 spacings that exist
in the empirical data set. In testing, we found that systems with
more than 10 planets almost always fail to converge to the 	H <

10 spacing requirement even after 100 iterations. To avoid these
extremely unstable planetary archetypes, we allow a maximum of
10 planets per system. After this procedure has been completed, we

find that roughly 90 per cent of the spacings now meet or exceed
this 	H threshold (although this value can be as low as 85 per cent
and as high as 95 per cent). When compared to the Kepler sample
(93 per cent of planet separations have 	H ≥ 10), we produce
a slightly smaller, but still within statistical variability, average
spacing.

For clarity, we provide here the important statistics of a given
run of our simulation. 26 057 stars have no planets and 60 548
stars have at least one planet. The number of systems with 1:10
planets, respectively: 692, 1828, 3619, 5731, 7565, 8559, 8473,
7455, 5904, 10 722. The apparent pile up of 10-planet systems is
caused by our multiplicity distribution, which anticipates a non-
negligible number of systems with more than 10 planets. When
we remove planets from these systems (to meet our previously
described 10-planet maximum), we create a mild surplus of 10-
planet systems. After 100 iterations of drawing systems, 91 per cent
of the planet separations are of 	H ≥ 10 with 90 per cent of the
total planets sample having a r < 2r⊕ and 44 per cent of the total
planet sample with a p > 300 d.

4 H ABI TABI LI TY REQU I REMENTS

In order to determine which planets could be habitable in our
simulation, we must impose some habitability criterion. We shall
focus on two main factors that determine the habitability of a planet:
location and size.

The mass of the planet plays an essential role in habitability. If
a planet is too small it will not be able to retain an atmosphere
and maintain ongoing plate tectonic activity (Kasting, Whitmire &
Reynolds 1993). Since planet cooling rates scale as r−1, smaller
mass/radius planets will cool much faster. This will lead to harden-
ing of the planet interior, which in effect will significantly decrease
the planets magnetic field that shields from cosmic radiation
and atmospherical stellar wind stripping (Breuer & Spohn 2003).
Furthermore, the thick crust of the planet will halt any plate tectonic
activity (O’Neill & Lenardic 2007; Valencia, O’Connell & Sasselov
2007; Kite, Manga & Gaidos 2009; Noack & Breuer 2014). This
lack of active geology will not benefit from the long-term climate
stabilization produced by the CO2 cycle (Kasting & Catling 2003;
Cockell et al. 2016; Rushby et al. 2018). Using the radiogenic flux
model provided by Williams, Kasting & Wade (1997), Raymond,
Scalo & Meadows (2007) established that planets with roughly M
< 0.3 M⊕ will lack this important geological activity. Therefore,
we only consider planets habitable with an M ≥ 0.3 M⊕. Using our
conversion model in Section 3, this mass cut-off corresponds to r ≥
0.72r⊕.

The maximum mass limit for habitability is set by the limit in
which the planet is no longer rocky, but exists as a gas giant. This
limit is difficult to determine as the composition of the planet is
really the important factor to consider. Observationally, there exists
low-mass planets like Kepler-11f (M = 2.3 ±2.2

1.2 M⊕) with large
radii (r = 2.61 ± 0.25r⊕), indicating a gaseous planet (Lissauer
et al. 2011). Conversely, the existence of large mass rocky planets
like Kepler-10c (M = 7.4 ±1.3

1.2 M⊕; Rajpaul, Buchhave & Aigrain
2017) with a radii of r = 2.35 ±0.09

0.04 r⊕ have made mass limits
difficult to pin down (Dumusque et al. 2014). Considering the
entirety of the known population, the mass–radius relationship for
known exoplanets produces a discontinuity around 4 M⊕ (Weiss &
Marcy 2014; Wolfgang, Rogers & Ford 2016). This break indicates
a general transition from rocky to gaseous. However, using an
interior planet model and Bayesian analysis, Rogers (2015) found
a 95 per cent confidence limit for the rocky planet transition at
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r = 1.62 ±0.67
0.08 r⊕, with a best-fitting transition occurring at r =

1.48 ±0.08
0.04 r⊕. Using the empirical mass–radius sample, Chen &

Kipping (2017) found a similar transition value of r = 1.230.44
0.22r⊕.

A more recent study, which incorporated the Gaia DR2 data, found
a gap in the planet radius population around 1.7r⊕, signifying a
transition from rocky to gaseous (Fulton & Petigura 2018). We
also know that the Earth is rocky and habitable, therefore providing
a pessimistic limit of 1r⊕. Because it remains unclear where this
transition takes place, we shall provide the results for an upper
radius limit of 1, 1.23, 1.48, 1.62, and 1.70r⊕ in Section 5.

The location of the planet is important for habitability as
it receives enough stellar incident flux to support liquid water.
Furthermore, the planet must not be so close to the star as to undergo
a runaway greenhouse effect. This region is known as the Habitable
Zone (HZ hereafter; Huang 1959; Kasting et al. 1993; Kopparapu
et al. 2013). Current versions of this region account for the mass
(surface gravity) of the planet and how atmospheric H2O, CO2, and
N2 will affect the planets ability to retain heat (Kasting et al. 1993;
Kopparapu et al. 2014; Ramirez & Kaltenegger 2014). The effective
incident stellar flux (Seff) is given by a fourth-order polynomial fit
of the effective stellar temperature (Teff):

Seff (M,T ) = S�(M) + a(M) ∗ T + b(M) ∗ T 2

+ c(M) ∗ T 3 + d(M) ∗ T 4, (8)

where S�(M), a(M), b(M), c(M), d(M) are all parameters fit the
account for the mass of the planet and T is the normalized stellar
temperature (T = Teff − 5780 K). We adopt the polynomial values
provided by Kopparapu et al. (2014), linearly interpolating with
mass between the provided (0.1, 1, 5 M⊕) parameters. Using the
‘Runaway Greenhouse limit’ provides a conservative estimate for
the inner edge of the HZ. The physical distance (d) of this limit can
be found by using the Seff value derived in equation (8):

d =
√

L/L�
Seff

au, (9)

where L is the luminosity of the host star. The outer HZ limit is
defined by the ‘Maximum Greenhouse limit’, where CO2 partial
pressure remains just high enough to produce any amount of
greenhouse heat retention. This border is independent of planet
mass and fixed only by the host star’s Teff. We consider planets,
which lie between these two limits, habitable.

Because the habitable zone is dependent on stellar Teff and many
of the values have been estimated through photometry, we consider
how fluctuations in these inferred values may affect our population.
To do so, we sample from a Gaussian distribution centred around
each star’s expected Teff, using the parameter uncertainty for the
distribution width. Within our sample, the median value of σTeff is
180 K with a standard deviation of 33 K, corresponding to an average
relative error of ∼3 per cent for Teff. Using these uncertainties we
resample Teff during each iteration of this study. Any inaccuracies
in the expected values will be accounted for using this method.

In summary, we only consider a planet habitable if the semimajor
axis of the planet lies within the bounds provided by the Kopparapu
et al. (2014) HZ model (0.95–1.68 au for an Earth-mass planet
around a solar-like star) and the planet radius lies between 0.72 ≤ r
≤ 1.70 R⊕.

5 R ESULTS

Using the updated radius, period, and multiplicity distributions from
Zink et al. (2019), we randomly assigned planets to the Kepler

stellar sample. From this sampling, we determined which planets
are habitable using the criterion discussed in Section 4. Taking the
number of habitable planets and dividing by the total number of stars
in our stellar sample (86 605), provided us with a statistical value for
habitability. This process was completed 100 times to account for
variations in the distribution models (allowing movement within the
uncertainty of these parameters: Teff, α1, α2, β1, β2, pbr, rbr, λ, and
κ) and system archetypes. We calculate the probabilities for each
of the 100 runs separately. The standard deviation between each
of the 100 runs is used to calculate the uncertainty in our results.
In testing we found no significant difference in our results when
sampled with multiple runs of 50, indicating that 100 runs provide
more than sufficient coverage of the uncertainty parameter space.
In Table 1, we present the results of this simulation.

Using the multiplicity distributions of Zink et al. (2019) provides
an opportunity to understand the occurrence of multiple habitable
planets within a given system. In our most optimistic upper radius
limit (0.72r⊕ ≤ r ≤ 1.70r⊕), we find that multiplicity within the HZ
should occur for GK dwarfs with a probability of 0.063 ± 0.005.
This limit also provides statistical significance for systems with
as many as five habitable planets. These extremely rare systems
(probability = 0.000 36 ± 0.000 09) consist mostly of tightly
packed small mass planets that spread across the entirety of the
HZ. Within our stellar sample, we would expect 31 systems to
harbour this unique architecture. These systems tend to have a 	H
< 10 between several of the planets with an average separation of
	H = 6.8. When compared with other observed compact systems:
Kepler 11 (b,c,d,e,f; 	H = 9.4), Kepler 90 (d,e,f,g,h; 	H = 8.7),
and TRAPPIST-1 (d,e,f,g,h; 	H = 9.4), our simulated systems
appear to be even more tightly packed. This could indicated that
several of our simulated systems with five habitable planets are
unstable, decreasing the probability of such systems existence.
However, Obertas, Van Laerhoven & Tamayo (2017) found through
simulation that five Earth-sized planets could survive in the habit-
able zone of a Sun-like star for at least 109 orbits, providing evidence
that stable versions of these systems are possible.

When we consider our most pessimistic radius limit (0.72r⊕ ≤ r
≤ 1r⊕), we still anticipate the existence of multiple habitable planet
systems (probability = 0.018 ± 0.002) with as many as three habit-
able planets within a single system (probability = 0.0016 ± 0.0002).
These system are all very stable with almost all spacings exhibiting
a 	H>10 in our simulation. Although more rare, we should still
expect to find multiplicity within the HZ for a significant fraction
of GK dwarf systems. The intermediate upper radius limits are
provided to show how these values change as we transition from
the lower limit of Earth (0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.00r⊕) to the upper limit of
Fulton & Petigura (2018, 0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.70r⊕).

The η⊕ value corresponds the frequency in which you would
expect to find a habitable planet. Since all previous studies have
marginalized over multiplicity, we use this value for comparison.
Using our updated population parameters we find an optimistic
value of η⊕ = 0.34 ± 0.02 planets

star for solar-like stars. This is consis-
tent with Traub (2012), who found η⊕ = 0.34 ± 0.14 using the
first 136 d of Kepler data with a habitable radius range of 0.5 ≤
r ≤ 2.0r⊕ and HZ of 0.8–1.8 au. Using the same 134 d data set,
Catanzarite & Shao (2011) found a range of 0.01–0.03 for η⊕ with
a more restricted habitable radius of 0.8 ≤ r ≤ 2.0r⊕ and an HZ of
0.75–1.8 au. This discrepancy was caused by a lack of accounting
for completeness and the inclusion of planets beyond 42 d period.
A more complete Kepler sample (Q1-16) study came from Petigura
et al. (2013), who found η⊕ = 0.22 ± 0.08 implementing a 0.25–4
solar flux limit (0.5–2 au for a solar analogue) and 1–2r⊕ radius
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Table 1. The probability that a solar-like star will process the indicated number of habitable planets. The upper radius limit was varied to account for the lack
of a clear cut-off for rocky planets and therefore habitability. Each row indicates the probability of finding at least the indicated multiplicity of planets within the
habitable parameters of this study. The blank cells (-) indicate multiplicities so rare that their occurrence provided no statistical significance (probability<3σ ).
The η⊕ values correspond to the sum of all multiplicities. All η⊕ values are given in units of planets

star .

0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.00r⊕ 0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.23r⊕ 0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.48r⊕ 0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.62r⊕ 0.72 ≤ r ≤ 1.70r⊕

One 0.139 ± 0.007 0.198 ± 0.007 0.237 ± 0.008 0.253 ± 0.009 0.261 ± 0.009
Two 0.018 ± 0.002 0.036 ± 0.003 0.052 ± 0.004 0.060 ± 0.005 0.064 ± 0.005
Three 0.0016 ± 0.0002 0.0049 ± 0.0007 0.0088 ± 0.0013 0.011 ± 0.002 0.012 ± 0.002
Four – 0.00058 ± 0.00013 0.0014 ± 0.0003 0.0020 ± 0.0004 0.0023 ± 0.0004
Five – – 0.00019 ± 0.00006 0.00029 ± 0.00008 0.00036 ± 0.00009

η⊕ 0.158 ± 0.008 0.24 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.33 ± .02 0.34 ± .02

limit for habitability. Petigura et al. (2013) only used the largest
SNR planet from each system, avoiding any issues with multiplicity.
For proper comparison, we should consider our optimistic model
with only one habitable planet (0.261 ± 0.009), which is within
the uncertainty of Petigura et al. (2013). Again using the same data
set and radius restrictions as Petigura et al. (2013) but with a much
more narrow HZ range (0.99–1.7 au), Silburt et al. (2015) found a
smaller probability (0.064±0.034

0.011). Using a forward model method,
Traub (2016) found an η⊕ value of 0.75 ± 0.11 and 1.03 ± 0.10
for K and G type stars, respectively. Here, the range of 0.8–1.8 au
and 0.5–1.25r⊕ was considered habitable, inflating the calculated
values. Additionally, the separation of planets by stellar spectral type
reduces the number planets used for each extrapolation, producing
significant deviations from the previously calculated values. Various
assumptions about the habitable radius range and HZ cause much
of the dispersion seen among these values. Recently, Barbato et al.
(2018) used a simple population extrapolation with Gaia updates
and found η⊕ = 0.35±0.25

0.16 for a radius range of 1–1.75r⊕ and a
flux limit of 0.2–2 solar flux (0.7–2.2 au for a solar analogue).
This simple method produced a value comparable to our more
detailed calculation. Our clear habitability assumptions and updated
distributions parameters provide the most current and complete η⊕
value.

Within this study, we use conservative HZ limits (0.95–1.68 au
for an Earth-mass planet around a solar-like star) corresponding to
the location of runaway and maximum greenhouse effect. However,
if we consider a more optimistic range using the flux received
by recent Venus (0.75 au) and early Mars (1.78 AU; Kopparapu
et al. 2013), we find significantly larger η⊕ values. For our upper
radius limits of 1, 1.23, 1.48, 1.62, and 1.7r⊕, we find η⊕ is equal to
0.27 ± 0.01, 0.39 ± 0.02, 0.48 ± 0.02, 0.52 ± 0.02, and 0.55 ± 0.02,
respectively. This is nearly a 60 per cent increase at each radius limit.
However, these optimistic limits are inspired by assumptions of past
conditions on Venus and Mars, and ignore the effects of planet mass
on the HZ, providing an upper limit on the HZ range (Kasting et al.
1993).

6 D ISCUSSION

The radius distribution inferred from the Kepler data set provides
sufficient coverage of the important radius range for habitability,
extending from 0.5r⊕ ≤ r ≤ 16r⊕. This is well beyond the limits
of 0.72r⊕ ≤ r ≤ 1.62r⊕ that we considered habitable. However, it
is important to remember that almost all of the known exoplanets
of this size have short periods, due to the low signal produced by
such small radii transits. Our understanding of these small planets
at longer periods is due to extrapolation from the period population
of larger radius planets. It is possible that these small planets

Figure 1. A histogram showing the outer HZ limit for the stellar sample
of this study. The blue corresponds to the HZ limits within the 500 period
range of our calculation and the red corresponds to the stars that have an HZ
extending beyond a 500 day period.

follow a unique distribution model, independent of their larger
radius counterparts. Without a significant population of detected
long period, small radius planets, extrapolations provide our best
method of estimation.

Further concern lies in the fact that the period distribution (derived
by Zink et al. 2019) fails to extend beyond the outer limits of the HZ
in most cases (see Fig. 1). Only 22 per cent of the stellar systems
considered in this study have an outer HZ limit within a 500 d
period (the maximum HZ extends to a period of 2782 d). This
indicates that we are not entirely covering the parameter space
available for habitable planets. It should be noted that the period
power law scales as p−.64 in this region and simple extrapolation
would indicate that very few planets exist at these long periods. If we
simply extend our upper power-law distribution limits from 500 to
2782 d and rerun our simulation, we only find a 4 per cent increase
in habitability with the inclusion of this longer period parameter
space. However, doing so requires that we assume the multiplicity
remains the same. This is very unlikely and it remains difficult to
estimate the expected change. Including a larger parameter space
will certainly increase the number of expected planets around each
star. One very rudimentary method of extrapolating multiplicity is
by looking at the ratio of parameter space coverage. If we integrate
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equation (2) from 0.5 to 500 d and compare that with the same
equation integrated from 0.5 to 2782 d we find an increase in
parameter space of 21 per cent. This rough extrapolation indicates
we could expect a 21 per cent increase in planets if we extend our
period range, but we caution that this correction assumes uniform
multiplicity over all parameter space. We know in the Solar system
that period spacing becomes larger as we move outwards from the
Sun, indicating that the rate of increased multiplicity decreases with
the inclusion of a larger period parameter space. In other words, the
number of expected planets will increase as we add more period
parameter space, but the size of this additional multiplicity will
decrease with each additional piece of parameter space added. This
suggests that our calculated 21 per cent correction is likely much
higher than the true correction. Furthermore, the outer HZ limit
is set by the furthest location where the greenhouse effect can be
experienced. This could be an optimistic limit, thus decreasing the
HZ outer limit and reducing the need for a correction. Because of this
lack of period coverage, our habitability calculations only provides
a lower limit, but given the extrapolated power-law calculations, we
do not expect significant changes as we extend out beyond 500 d
period.

The power laws derived by Zink et al. (2019) were also calculated
under the assumption of total validation for planet candidates within
the Kepler DR25 sample. As pointed out by Hsu et al. (2019),
ignoring the reliability of these planets will lead to the extrapolation
of an inflated η⊕ value. However, this change should be small as
most of the planets within this sample appear to have high validation
scores (Thompson et al. 2018). Because we expect this correction
to be less significant than that caused by the lack of period space
coverage, we still conclude that our η⊕ values provide a lower limit.

We also recognize that habitability is not limited to planets.
It is possible that moons may provide the crucial ingredients for
habitability. Using the fact that the gas giants of our Solar system
harbour several moons, Hill et al. (2018) argue that the existence of
gas giants within the HZ of 70 Kepler stars may provide evidence
for a significant population of terrestrial moons in the HZ. Since the
calculations within the current study only consider exoplanets, the
discovery of a sizable number of exomoons could largely inflate the
amount of habitability expected within each system. Without some
understanding of the exomoon population, it is difficult to estimate
how other systems may differ from our own.

Calculating the difference between systems with at least one
habitable planet and at least two habitable planets in Table 1,
the results of this study optimistically indicate 20 ± 1 per cent of
stars like the Sun should only harbour one habitable planet. In this
respect, our Solar system is somewhat common. Additionally, we
find that only 6.4 ± 0.5 per cent of GK dwarfs will harbour more
than one habitable planet and 73.9 ± 0.9 per cent will not harbour
any habitable planets. It is important to remember that (almost by
definition) we have two planets (Mars and Venus) just beyond the
parameter space of habitability. If these limits are correct, we nearly
harbour a three habitable planet system, putting us among the rare
1.0 ± 0.2 per cent of solar-like stars. The importance of such an
architecture remains unclear and warrants further study.

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

Using the updated population parameters of Zink et al. (2019)
and optimistic planetary traits required for habitability, we have
provided a frequency estimate for habitable planets in the Kepler
field. We break this frequency down to account for multiplicity
within the HZ (see Table 1). Using our most optimistic radius cuts

(0.72–1.7r⊕) we find η⊕ = 0.34 ± 0.02. This value could be larger
in reality, as only 22 per cent of the stellar sample provide an HZ that
is contained within a 500 d period, but we expect such corrections
to be small.

We find that multiplicity within the habitable parameter space
should be somewhat common. Our calculation estimates that
6.4 ± 0.5 per cent of solar-like stars should have more than one
habitable planet with 0.036 ± 0.009 per cent containing as many as
five habitable planets.

This non-negligible fraction of systems expected to contain
multiple habitable planets is good news for the Interplanetary
Eavesdropping programme run by SETI (The Search for Extrater-
restrial Intelligence).1 Here, as multiple habitable planet systems
(such as Trappist-1) come in conjunction with the Earth, an attempt
is made to obtain leaked radio transmissions between the habitable
planets. Our results indicate that 6.4 per cent (∼5500 stars within
our sample) of GK dwarfs harbour this type of architecture. It
is hopeful that many more systems of multiple habitable planets
should be found in the near future, providing more potential targets
for this search.
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